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Recent progress in nonlinear optical materials and microresonators has brought quantum comput-
ing with bulk optical nonlinearities into the realm of possibility. This platform is of great interest,
not only because photonics is an obvious choice for quantum networks, but also because it may be
the only feasible route to quantum information processing at room temperature. We introduce a
paradigm for room-temperature photonic quantum logic that significantly simplifies the realization
of various quantum circuits, and in particular, of error correction. It uses only the strongest avail-
able bulk nonlinearity, namely the χ(2) nonlinear susceptibility. The key element is a three-mode
resonator that implements programmable bosonic quantum logic gates. We show that just two of
these elements suffice for a complete, compact error-correction circuit on a bosonic code, without
the need for measurement or feed-forward control. An extrapolation of current progress in nonlinear
optical materials and photonic circuits indicates that such circuitry should be achievable within the
next decade.
I. INTRODUCTION
Any attempt to build coherent quantum hardware is
met with the relentless deleterious influence of the envi-
ronment. To combat it, all of today’s nascent quantum
computers must be cooled to cryogenic temperatures.
Superconducting quantum circuits require dilution refrig-
erators to eliminate thermal noise [1, 2], and ion trap
processors are cooled to below 10K to reduce collisions
with stray gas molecules [3]. This need for cooling poses
a problem for many potential applications of quantum
information processing; it greatly reduces the prospects
for portable devices, and significantly impacts the cost
and practicality of large scale deployment as repeaters
and routers for communication networks. Even optical
circuits that employ single-site defects (e.g. color centers
or rare-earth impurities) require cryogenic temperatures
to reduce thermal line broadening [4–6]. So too do linear
optics schemes that employ detectors as their sole nonlin-
ear element (in this case to avoid the overhead incurred
by inefficient detection) [7, 8].
At present there appears to be only one platform for
quantum processing with the potential for both room
temperature and pressure operation: photonic circuits
that employ bulk optical nonlinearities as their nonlin-
ear element. Until recently the possibility of realizing
quantum devices with bulk nonlinearities seemed remote,
due both to the weakness of these nonlinearities and the
problem of wave-packet distortion [9–14]. Substantial
progress in the effective strength of the material nonlin-
earities, the introduction of ultra-confining cavities [15–
17], and a relatively simple solution to wave-packet dis-
tortions [18–20] have changed that outlook.
Achieving the physical technology to implement non-
linear photonic quantum circuits is not the only challenge
to realizing room-temperature quantum logic. For practi-
cality one must implement this logic using the strongest
available nonlinearity, the leading-order χ(2) nonlinear
susceptibility, and for efficient room-temperature oper-
ation the logic and error-correction circuits cannot em-
ploy measurements or feed-forward control. Two basic
approaches to information processing with photons are
possible. The first is the use of single or dual-rail encod-
ing in which each mode contains no more than one pho-
ton [21]. While this has the advantage that all circuit
constructions from the well-developed qubit model can
be employed, this leads to complex circuits even for cor-
recting the loss of a single photon: the smallest code uses
five modes (ten for dual-rail encoding) [22, 23], and per-
forming the error-correction unitarily requires nine addi-
tional modes and more than 30 CNOT gates [24]. The
alternative is to use bosonic codes that employ multiple
photons per mode, but in this case it is far from obvi-
ous what gates and circuits are required to implement
the error-correction, let alone how to realize these gates
with a χ(2) interaction. While explicit error correction
procedures for bosonic codes have been elucidated [25–
28] they all involve non-demolition or photon-number-
resolving measurements. It is not yet known how to con-
struct the unitary multi-photon operations required to
replace such measurement using only a χ(2) nonlinearity,
or the complexity of doing so. The only unitary circuit
that has been explicitly constructed to-date to correct a
bosonic code is in the form of a forty-layer neural network
using an idealized χ(3) medium [29].
Here we introduce a new paradigm for implementing
all-unitary, and thus room-temperature, quantum logic
on multi-mode multi-photon states using only a fixed
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2χ(2) nonlinearity. This paradigm, which employs as its
basic module a single triply-resonant cavity with a time-
dependent drive, significantly reduces the complexity of
the physical circuits required to implement multi-photon
quantum logic in general, and error-correction in par-
ticular. The joint operation performed on the three
modes by the module is controlled by the time-dependent
drive. In this way the module is able to perform a wide
range of three-mode multi-photon gates. We demon-
strate the power of this approach by explicitly construct-
ing a measurement-free error-correcting circuit for a two-
mode bosonic code. This circuit requires just two of our
three-mode modules, along with some controllable linear
elements.
Our compact unitary circuits do not employ any mea-
surements or feed-forward control. Nonetheless, they suf-
fice for the implementation of quantum routers and re-
peaters. However, quantum computers will still require
measurements to read out the result of a computation.
Even when involving measurements, a room-temperature
solution could be achieved, for example, by using unitary
circuits to amplify the modes to be measured so that a
bank of on-chip inefficient detectors are able to provide
high-fidelity read-out. However, we do not explore the
topic of room temperature measurements at length in
this work.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next sec-
tion we describe the control Hamiltonian realized by the
driven triply-resonant cavity that forms our basic pro-
cessing module. In Section III we describe the numerical
search method we use to obtain the driving pulses that
implement specific gates, and give examples of impor-
tant gates that can be implemented by the module. In
Section IV we show how a full error correction process
can be built from a small number of the multi-photon
gates discussed in Section III. We also show that by re-
using a single module to implement more than one gate,
the correction can be implemented using a circuit con-
taining just two modules. In Section V we consider the
materials science and fabrication challenges that must be
addressed in order to realize our loss-correction circuit.
By extrapolating the rate of progress in these areas over
the last decade we estimate a timeline for demonstrat-
ing this circuit. We conclude with a brief summary in
Section VI
II. A CONTROLLABLE THREE-MODE CAVITY
We consider three resonant modes of a cavity in a χ(2)
medium, with respective mode operators aˆ, bˆ, and cˆ, and
frequencies ωa, ωb, and ωc. The cavity is driven by a
coherent classical pump with frequency ωp. We depict
it in Fig. 1, in which the pump may be a microwave
frequency electric field or an optical drive. By choosing
FIG. 1. The triply-resonant cavity in a χ(2) medium that en-
ables the joint control of three modes. We denote the mode
operators respectively by aˆ, bˆ, and cˆ. The χ(2) medium en-
ables frequency doubling from bˆ to aˆ, and a three-way inter-
action between modes bˆ, cˆ, and the control field. The control
field is either (a) a classical microwave drive, Ep(t), or (b)
a classical optical drive of envelope p(t). This three-way in-
teraction is effectively a linear interaction between modes bˆ
and cˆ that is controlled by the classical drive. The combina-
tion of the fixed frequency-doubling interaction and the con-
trolled linear interaction allows extensive control of the joint
nonlinear evolution. This evolution conserves the quantity
2na + nb + nc, in which na, nb, and nc are the occupation
numbers of the respective modes. We also depict the relative
values of the frequencies of the three modes; in (a) the fre-
quencies of modes bˆ and cˆ are separated by the much smaller
frequency of the microwave drive.
the frequencies to satisfy
ωa = 2ωb (1)
ωc + ωp = ωb, (2)
the χ(2) medium couples the modes via the Hamiltonian
Hˆnl(t) = aˆbˆ
†2 + p(t)bˆ†cˆ+ H.c., (3)
in which we have moved to the rotating frame of the
oscillators and where p(t) is the coherent amplitude of
the pump in a semi-classical depiction. In writing Hˆnl(t)
we have set ~ = 1, and we are using the rate of the
χ(2) interaction (the term aˆbˆ†2) as our arbitrary unit of
frequency. Time is thus measured using the inverse of
that unit. We will not have to introduce any additional
timescales until we consider loss.
Note that the second term in Hˆnl(t), which is controlled
via the amplitude of the pump, is merely a linear coupling
between modes bˆ and cˆ. This interaction cannot by itself
generate a universal set of quantum gates [30, 31]. It
turns out, however, that it can do so when combined with
the time-independent frequency doubling interaction.
We denote the number of photons in the three modes
respectively by na, nb, and nc, and the corresponding op-
3erators for the photon number by nˆa, nˆb, and nˆc. Since
the Hamiltonian commutes with 2nˆa + nˆb + nˆc, the value
of that observable is preserved. The Hamiltonian can-
not, therefore, mix subspaces defined by different integer
values of 2na+nb+nc. Nevertheless, it does provide com-
plete control within each subspace by virtue of the fact
that the repeated commutators of aˆbˆ†2 and bˆ†cˆ generate
a complete Lie algebra for all such subspaces [25, 32–34].
It is this fact that provides the power of our processing
unit.
In general, to implement quantum gates between the
three modes we will need to generate a set of distinct
evolutions, one for each of the 2nˆa + nˆb + nˆc = const
subspaces. We can do that with a single control pulse,
as for each subspace, there are many choices for p(t) that
generate the same unitary operation. We can use nu-
merical search methods to find a control function p(t)
that simultaneously generates the required evolution for
each of the set of subspaces. Naturally we wish to find
the control that implements a given gate in the shortest
time, a challenge solved as described below.
III. COMPILING UNITARY OPERATIONS
To find the control pulse p(t) required to implement
a given unitary operation we employ numerical search
methods, an approach often referred to as optimal con-
trol [35–37]. We introduce a parameterization for p(t) as
a piece-wise constant signal in which the duration of each
interval is variable. This parameterization is essential
because the always-on frequency-doubling component of
the Hamiltonian necessitates optimizing the length of the
pulse. In order to avoid unphysical pulses, we constrain
both the duration and amplitude of each interval by the
use of sigmoid functions. The full expression for the re-
sulting unitary operation is
Uˆ(v) =
s∏
l=1
exp
{
−i
[
f(Xi, Pi)bˆ
†cˆ+ σ(Ti)aˆbˆ†2 + H.c.
]}
where
f(Xi, Pi) = arctan(Xi) + i arctan(Pi) (4)
σ(Ti) =
∆τ
1 + exp(−Ti) (5)
and v = {Xi, Pi, Ti : i = 1, . . . , N} is the set of param-
eters that defines the pulse. The parameters {Xi : Xi ∈
R} and {Pi : Pi ∈ R} are related to the quadrature of
the pulse, which is constrained to the interval [−1, 1] by
arctan, while the {Ti : Ti ∈ R} are related to the dura-
tion of each segment, which is constrained to the interval
[0,∆τ ]. We fix the number of piecewise-constant inter-
vals, s, as well as the relative unitless time scale ∆τ .
Consistently good performance is obtained even with
s < 60. This permits the use of standard automatic dif-
ferentiation tools, without the need for approximations
such as GRAPE [36]. Our parameterization also has the
advantage that it does not allow for pathological pulses.
Once we have obtained a piecewise constant control func-
tion for a given gate, we use GRAPE and standard regu-
larization techniques to smooth out the pulse, ensuring it
has both reasonable bandwidth and power. Throughout
the optimization, the robustness of the control to cali-
bration errors is verified. The time scale ∆τ is shortened
until a threshhold is reached at which the control pulse
is no longer robust. The above approach to generating
control functions, together with a number of symbolic
optimizations, will be presented in detail in [35].
A. Examples of Programmable Gates
We can perform with high fidelity any gate that keeps
2na + nb + nc constant. Here we describe a number of
important unitary operations that fulfill that constraint,
some of which are also depicted in Fig. 2. More general
unitary operations can be performed by reshuffling the
modes of the three-mode processors, as seen in later sec-
tions. Given the long cavity lifetimes requires for these
operations, reshuffling necessitates rapid catch and re-
lease of photons from and into the connected waveguides,
e.g., by using active control as done in [19].
Throughout the following paragraphs we will use the
notation |nanbnc〉 to denote a Fock state with na, nb, and
nc photons in modes aˆ, bˆ, and cˆ, respectively.
a. Toffoli Gate The Toffoli Gate is a three-qubit
non-Clifford gate, and is distinguished by the fact that
together with just the single-qubit Hadamard gate it en-
ables universal quantum circuits [38, 39]. Of particular
relevance for our purposes is the fact that it usually re-
quires six two-qubit CNOT gates to implement [40, 41],
while our realization requires only a single application
of the three-mode processor. We realize the gate in the
Hadamard basis (i.e., our gate is a Phase gate with two
control qubits) for photonic qubits encoded in a single- or
dual-rail configuration. In this basis the Toffoli unitary
maps all joint Fock states to themselves except for the
state |111〉 to which it applies a pi phase.
b. Binary Decomposition Gate An important ad-
vantage of our design is the ease with which it can
work on higher-photon-number states. This is crucial
if we want to employ bosonic codes or perform number-
resolving measurements. Here we demonstrate a gate
that transforms a Fock state containing up to four pho-
tons of a single mode, into a multi-mode Fock state that
contains a binary representation of the initial number of
photons. This gate maps |000〉 and |001〉 into themselves,
and transforms the remaining states as
|002〉 7→ |011〉
|003〉 7→ |101〉
|004〉 7→ |111〉.
4FIG. 2. The control pulses implementing the three gates that are used to build our error-correction circuit. The top row
shows the real and imaginary parts of the control pulses for each gate. The following rows show how the populations of
the modes evolve under each gate for a given initial state. The optimizer produces pulses p(t) such that each of the desired
transformations leads to constructive interference at the exact same time. Shorter pulses are possible, at the expense of higher
power and bandwidth requirements [35], up to a point at which the pulse is too short to perform even a single complete
oscillation in a subspace defined by an integer value of 2na + nb + nc.
This gate enables a deterministic photon-number resolv-
ing measurement to be made by a set of photodetectors
that are not themselves number resolving. This would
require only a logarithmic number of detectors, instead
of the exponentially large requirements of typical beam
splitter trees [7, 8]. Another application is running this
gate in reverse in order to prepare interesting higher-
photon-number states, e.g., code words of bosonic codes.
c. Conditional Routing Gates We define a condi-
tional routing gate as one that swaps the state of two
modes depending on the state of a third mode. This
class of gates is useful for breaking down conditional
multi-qudit operations into smaller units. We first route
the target mode to a particular waveguide, based on the
state of the control mode, and we perform the appropri-
ate single-mode quantum operation in the new physical
location of the target mode. Such routing is indispens-
able, if our goal is to avoid measurements in error correct-
ing circuits, as measurements usually require hardware
at cryogenic temperatures. Typically, a non-demolition
measurement is performed by entangling the required in-
formation with an ancilla and performing a demolition
measurement on the ancilla. The result, a classical bit,
is then fed forward through a classical computer that de-
cides what quantum operation to perform next. We avoid
the measurement and classical decisions through coher-
ent quantum feedback [42, 43], where we simply perform
a multi-mode quantum gate conditioned on the ancilla.
The realization for the routing gate suggested below is
what we use in our bosonic error-correcting circuit, but
other setups are feasible as well. The cˆ mode is the con-
trol, the bˆ mode is the input, and aˆ and bˆ are the possible
outputs:
|040〉 7→ |200〉
|020〉 7→ |100〉
|041〉 7→ |041〉
|021〉 7→ |021〉
|001〉 7→ |001〉
Note that because the basic interaction converts two
photons of mode bˆ into a single photon of mode aˆ, we
obtain a more efficient control process by respecting this
5conversion when transferring states between these modes.
d. Conditional Pumping Gate Focusing further on
the error-correcting functionality, we need a gate that can
correct for photon loss in a codeword. For the code we
employ we require the gate to preserve the states |001〉,
|021〉, and |041〉, and accomplish the mapping
|031〉 7→ |040〉,
|011〉 7→ |020〉.
This operation is necessary for reverting photon loss
in the code mode stored in bˆ, while storing information
about the occurrence of that loss in mode cˆ.
e. Entangling Gate or Symmetrizing Gate To com-
plete our error-correction circuit we use a gate that en-
tangles two modes. We require this operation because
one of the code words is an entangled state, and the loss
of a photon breaks this entanglement. This gate provides
the mapping
|011〉 7→ |011〉
|020〉 7→ |020〉+ |002〉√
2
This gate is also a symmetrizing operation for the state
of the modes bˆ and cˆ.
B. Summary
The above gates are only a few of the many operations
that the triply-resonant cavity processor can perform.
Among these gates are those important for the processing
of unprotected single photon-states, and operations that
enable unitary modification and number-resolved mea-
surements on modes with higher numbers of photons, in-
cluding bosonic codes. Importantly, these operations are
performed with a single use of the triply-resonant cav-
ity, while otherwise they would require complete circuits
with multiple discrete operations. This leads to drasti-
cally simpler overall circuits, at the expense of requiring
this more sophisticated and difficult to fabricate triply-
resonant optical resonator.
IV. MEASUREMENT-FREE ERROR
CORRECTION
We demonstrate the versatility of our control proto-
col by constructing an error-correcting circuit around the
three-mode processor. The circuit we obtain is not only
simple and short, but it also does not require any mea-
surement operations or classical feed-forward control.
We choose the two-mode code whose logical states are
given by
|1〉L = |22〉, (6)
|0〉L = |40〉+ |04〉√
2
. (7)
FIG. 3. Our minimal architecture for error correction of
bosonic codes, readily expandable to larger tasks. The circuit
depicted can be used to correct a single-photon loss using
a two-mode bosonic code. The circuit consists of two cav-
ity processors, which for the most part process each mode of
the code separately, and a small network of reprogrammable
beam splitters and delay lines. These are used to reroute
states between the modes of processors as necessary. Each
cavity processor is also capable of performing many multi-
qubit gates for single- and dual-rail encoded qubits, as well as
preparing and manipulating higher-number Fock states. The
network of programmable beam splitters between the pro-
cessors and the delay lines can also be expanded to a fully
connected network, enabling universal rerouting between the
three modes of each processor for general-purpose quantum
computation. The programmable beam splitters can be im-
plemented as Mach-Zehnder interferometers (as shown in the
inset) with two 50/50 beam splitters and a programmable
delay (the orange medium in the diagram).
This two-mode code allows correction for the loss of a
single photon from either mode. For a channel that has
a 10% probability of a single photon loss for each mode
this implies an 81% chance of transmission without error,
18% chance of transmission with a correctable error, and
a 1% chance of transmission with a uncorrectable error.
We choose this code because it is possible to perform
the correction process with operations that conserve the
quantity 2na + nb + nc, so long as one is judicious in
choosing these operations.
We must first consider the effect of a photon loss
on the code. The loss of a photon on the first mode
is described by the action of aˆIˆ. This transforms the
initial code state |C〉 = α|0〉L + β|1〉L into the error
state |E1〉 = α|12〉 + β|30〉. Similarly the loss of a
photon from the second mode produces the error state
|E2〉 = α|21〉 + β|03〉. For each of these two errors we
need to perform a different correction procedure. Typi-
cally this is achieved by a non-demolition measurement
that projects the state of the system onto either the log-
ical subspace or one of the error subspaces, followed by
a unitary correction operation conditioned on the mea-
surement result. We sidestep these requirements by using
coherent control. We employ two quantum ancillas, ini-
tialized to contain single photons, on which routing gates
6FIG. 4. The error-correcting circuit, unrolled in time (the horizontal axis represents the flow of time, depicting how a pair of
triply-resonant cavities is being used). This circuit would be executed on the hardware depicted in Fig. 3. The main drawing
is the sequence of operations that we need to perform in parallel in the two triply-resonant cavities in order to perform the
error correction. After placing the code and ancilla modes in the appropriate cavity modes, we accomplish the initial pumping
and routing gates. After that, we need to shuffle the ancillary modes by releasing them in the appropriate waveguides. The
spatial modes into which the code states are moved depend on the state of the ancillas, thanks to the conditional routing
gates. As the ancillas contain information about the presence of photon-loss errors, this lets us perform operations conditioned
on the loss of a photon, by performing the two conditional branches in parallel in different physical locations of the circuit.
The conditional routing gates then act in reverse, ensuring that all spatial modes end in the same location, without breaking
the bijectivity required for any quantum circuit. The various spatial modes employed can be seen in the bottom insets of the
figure. Importantly, as seen in Fig. 3, we do not need 12 triply-resonant cavities as depicted above, rather only 2 cavities with
a network of waveguides and programmable beam splitters [44] that can route the spatial modes as necessary, so that each
cavity can be used repeatedly.
will be conditioned. Thus, our correction procedure in-
volves the following steps. First, we put the information
about the presence of an error in the ancillas by using two
conditional pumping gates acting in parallel (the code
modes are each placed in a bˆ mode, while the ancillary
photons are in the corresponding cˆ modes), resulting in
the following transformation of the overall ancillas-code
state:
|11〉 ⊗ |C〉 7→ |11〉 ⊗ |C〉
|11〉 ⊗ |E1〉 7→ |01〉 ⊗ |F1〉
|11〉 ⊗ |E2〉 7→ |10〉 ⊗ |F2〉,
where |F1〉 = α|22〉 + β|40〉 and |F2〉 = α|22〉 + β|04〉.
The feed-forward solution would have measured the an-
cillas and performed different operations depending on
the measurement, but as already mentioned that would
be slow and require additional cooled hardware and clas-
sical decision circuitry. Instead, we perform the following
unitary operation:
|11〉 ⊗ |C〉 7→ |11〉 ⊗ |C〉
|01〉 ⊗ |F1〉 7→ |01〉 ⊗ |C〉
|10〉 ⊗ |F2〉 7→ |10〉 ⊗ |C〉,
Without the ancillas, this operation would be impossible
as it would break the bijectivity of the unitary operator
by mapping many states to one. The conditional routing
gates are crucial for the performance of this operation
– depending on the ancillas, they route the modes con-
taining the code to different spatial modes that perform
|F1〉 7→ |C〉 and |F2〉 7→ |C〉 independently and in par-
7allel. The conditional routing gates then ensure that all
three paths end up in the same spatial modes at the end
of the circuit. The error-correcting circuit can be seen in
Fig. 3 as a suggested physical layout, and in Fig. 4 as a
sequence of abstract gates.
A. Encoding Operation
Encoding a qubit in the two-mode code is particularly
simple using the three-mode processor. To do so we have
to perform the operation
|00〉 7→ |22〉,
|10〉 7→ |40〉+ |04〉√
2
.
Given that we already have access to the entangling gate,
encoding can be done by putting the unprotected pho-
tonic qubit in cavity cˆ and putting ancilla photons in
cavities aˆ and bˆ. Then we perform the partial encoding
gate
|111〉 7→ |200〉
|110〉 7→ |110〉,
thus mapping the state α|1〉+ β|0〉 in cˆ to the precursor
of the two-mode code α|11〉 + β|20〉 in aˆ and bˆ. Turn-
ing this into the complete code state requires a simple
application of the entangling operation already discussed
above. These two operations can be compiled to a single
control pulse performed in a single triply-resonant cavity.
B. Comparison with Other Approaches
Comparisons with other codes and types of hardware
require care because the various systems have signifi-
cant differences. Nevertheless, we elucidate how our
control protocol substantially reduces the depth of a
typical circuit and removes the need for entire classes
of expensive operations. As discussed in the intro-
duction, error-correction procedures have been proposed
for bosonic codes, but these require non-demolition or
photon-number-resolving measurements, and it has not
yet been described how such measurements can be re-
placed by unitary operations generated by a χ(2) non-
linearity. We can however, compare our circuit to the
explicit correction circuit presented in [29].
One way to compare the efficiency of circuits is to ex-
amine how long each takes relative to the characteristic
unit of time for the given hardware. The circuit we have
constructed above requires six gates, for a total of forty
units of time (relative to the χ(2) coupling strength) and
4 transfers in and out of cavities. The correction circuit
employing the quantum optical neural network (QONN)
architecture [29], which is the closest analog of our hard-
ware, requires 40 layers, resulting also in 40 units of time,
but since it uses a χ(3) rather than a χ(2) medium, the
nonlinearity is significantly weaker, so that the circuit
takes longer in real time. Furthermore, the QONN cir-
cuit requires 40 transfers in and out of the nonlinear-
cavities (one for each layer), ten times more than our
architecture.
One can instead implement photonic quantum logic by
using only the vacuum and 1-photon Fock states to en-
code qubits (i.e., a single- or dual-rail encoding). The
smallest error-correcting code in this setting requires five
physical qubits [22]. The logic required to determine the
error syndrome for this code requires sixteen CNOT gates
and four auxiliary qubits, including a projective measure-
ment on each of these ancillas [23]. These projective mea-
surements provide a four bit syndrome that is used to de-
duce the error that has occurred, usually by running the
decoding algorithm on a classical computer. A unitary
implementation of such error correction would avoid the
need for measurements and classical feed-forward control
circuitry, presenting an alternative room-temperature de-
sign. To our knowledge such circuit has not been ex-
plicitly described in the literature. For each of the 16
different possible values of the four bit syndrome such a
circuit would need to perform a different correction op-
eration, which leads to significant additional complexity.
In view of this, our room-temperature design represents
a dramatic reduction in circuit size and duration.
V. HARDWARE PROSPECTS
We will introduce a less abstract model of our triply-
resonant cavity design, in order to better describe the
materials science and fabrication challenges it faces. This
model also lets us give physical values for the unitless
durations we have found above for our control pulses.
We will start by describing the physical realization for
the aˆbˆ†2 and p(t)bˆ†cˆ terms in the Hamiltonian. Naturally,
these terms requires the presence of eigenmodes aˆ, bˆ, and
cˆ. The corresponding field operators would be (e.g., for
the aˆ mode)
Bˆa(r) =
√
~ωa
2
aˆba(r) + H.c.
Dˆa(r) =
√
~ωa
2
aˆda(r) + H.c.
where we used the magnetic field and the electric dis-
placement in order to keep the quantization consistent
in the nonlinear regime [68–70]. The b(r) and d(r)
eigenmodes can be computed from classical electromag-
netism and are normalized to
∫
µ−10 |b|2dr = 1 and∫
ε−10 n
−2|d|2dr = 1. The overall Hamiltonian of the sys-
tem will be
Hˆ =
∫
dr
(
Bˆ2
2µo
+
Dˆ2
2ε0n2
− χ
(2)Dˆ3
3ε20n
6
)
,
8FIG. 5. Progress in second-harmonic-generation (SHG) over
the last decade, showing 8 orders of magnitude improvement
in measures of efficiency related to our design [45–67]. We see
the substantial progress in Q factors of photonic mircrores-
onators. Lithium niobate is the material of choice due to its
high χ(2). Photonic crystals are promising thanks to their
extreme mode confinement, but still need improvements in Q
factors. Microrings and whispering gallery resonators hold the
majority of high-performance spots for now thanks to a good
balance between mode confinement and Q factors. A typi-
cal figure of merit in SHG experiments is the efficiency [66]
η = Pout
P2in
∝ Q3(χ(2))2
Vshg
, which is closely related to the number-
of-useful-operations figure of merit we are using in the main
text. While it is infeasible to directly plot our figure of merit
for the results above (due to the vastly diverse hardware in
which they were obtained), the exponential growth of the
easier-to-measure efficiency bodes well for the future use of
our protocol. Note that recently the leading experiments have
switched from whispering gallery resonators (orange) to bet-
ter confined microring resonators (blue), even though their
Q factors are much lower, leaving very significant space for
further improvements.
where n is the index of refraction (consult [70] for its com-
plete treatment as a tensor with dispersion). The field
operators are the sum of field operators for the modes aˆ,
bˆ, and cˆ, as well as the field from the classical laser pulse
p(t). The first two terms from the Hamiltonian simply
give us the harmonic oscillator terms, which we elimi-
FIG. 6. Highly nonlinear materials can significantly improve
the performance of our protocol. Significant improvements
have been achieved both by the discovery of new materials and
by placing known materials under strain using novel fabrica-
tion techniques. The survey of Pockels-effect electro-optical
modulator hardware [71–84] shown here reveals the progress
in the size of effective electro-optical coefficients for on-chip
nonlinear optics. For comparison, the values for these coeffi-
cients in bulk crystals are shown in dashed lines. While not
all of these results carry over to the optical regime due to
frequency dependence, our design can make use of the low-
frequency regime if electrical pulses are used to implement the
control function p(t). It is particularly interesting that ad-
vanced fabrication techniques are capable of inducing record-
high χ(2) values even in materials that do not have second
order nonlinearities in their bulk form (e.g., strained SiN in
[74]).
nate by moving to the corresponding rotating reference
frames. The last term provides the nonlinear interactions
in which we are interested. For simplicity, we first con-
sider the undriven case, i.e., p(t) = 0. Expanding the
nonlinear term and eliminating the non-resonant terms
leaves us with
Hˆnl = − χ
(2)
√
ε0n3
√
Vshg
√
~3ωaω2b
8
aˆbˆ†2 + H.c.
1√
Vshg
=
∫
nl
diad
j∗
b d
k∗
b dr√
(
∫ |db|2dr)2 ∫ |da|2dr ,
where
∫
nl
denotes integration only over the nonlinear
medium and i, j, and k denote the appropriate field com-
ponents to integrate, depending on the nonlinear mate-
rial being employed. Thus, Vshg is the mode volume con-
sidered in second-harmonic generation experiments. For
simplicity we are not acknowledging frequency and space
dependencies in the refractive index n and we are not
specifying the components of the χ(2) tensor being em-
ployed. This does not change the result we are pursuing.
The coupling rate in this nonlinear Hamiltonian im-
poses the units of time for the control pulses described
9in the previous section. This characteristic time needs to
be compared to the cavity lifetimes, typically expressed
through the Q factor as τ = 2Qωa . This lets us introduce
the following figure of merit for the characteristic num-
ber of operations before the environment destroys our
quantum state
N =
√
~
8ε0
√
ωa
n3
Qχ(2)√
Vshg
Considering some recent second harmonic generation
(SHG) on-chip experiments (a Q ∼ 107 in [62] and
a Vshg ∼ 800µm3 ∼ 2000λ3n3 with a 70µm micro-ring
in [64], at λa ≈ 750nm) in a typical nonlinear optics
material like lithium niobate (χ(2) ∼ 31pmV ), we obtain
values N ∼ 0.03, which is still too low for practical use.
With Q factors and mode overlaps in SHG experiments
following a Moore’s law (see Fig. 5) and new designs low-
ering mode volumes by orders of magnitude [15–17, 85],
N — the number of elementary quantum operations be-
fore decay — could very well grow by orders of magni-
tude and reach tens to hundreds over the next decade.
For instance, with a Q ∼ 2×108, which is under the ther-
morefractive limit [86], a mode volume of V ∼ 10−3 λ3n3 ,
which has been achieved in single-mode cavities [16], and
χ(2) ∼ 100pmV , which is between the values for lithium
niobate and gallium arsenide, we achieve N ∼ 2000
which is enough for error correction. Moreover, new fab-
rication techniques for thin-film materials enable much
stronger effective nonlinearities than what has otherwise
been achieved on-chip. Fig. 6 shows the progress that
has been achieved in the electrical regime. While such
techniques have not been explored extensively in the op-
tical regime, these results are an encouraging indication
that similar progress may well be possible for nonlinear
optical materials.
To explore how such future hardware may perform, we
compare the lifetime of an encoded (protected) photonic
qubit to an unprotected single-rail qubit living in the
same hardware. The time scale will be set by the Q fac-
tor of the cavities under consideration, however, in order
to present physical values for the parameters under con-
sideration we will set Q ∼ 2× 108 at λa ∼ 750nm, which
is under the thermorefractive theoretical limit [86]. In
Fig. 7 we compare the performance of our error correct-
ing protocol to that of an unprotected single-rail qubit,
and see that the error correcting threshold is N ∼ 2000,
a very demanding value which we are nonetheless opti-
mistic about given the experimental results cited earlier.
Let us further consider the controllable part of the
Hamiltonian. Until now we have treated p(t) as a dimen-
sionless function. We will now connect it to the quadra-
tures q(t) of the classical field Dp(r, t) = q(t)dp(r) + c.c.
FIG. 7. Logical qubit lifetime at the “break even” regime
where it begins to outperform unprotected qubits. In blue we
see the decay of a single photon, i.e., an unprotected single-rail
qubit. In orange we see the decay of our two-mode code if we
do not perform any correction operations – it decays faster
as it contains a higher number of photons. The green line
represents the decay of the encoded qubit in the presence of
periodic correction operations. The infidelity of the correction
operations due to photon loss that can happen during the
operation is taken into account. The figure represents a lower
bound for the performance of our protocol, with beneficial
higher order effects being neglected in order to simplify the
simulation. The “break even” point is achieved at Vshg ∼
10−3 λ
3
n3
, Q ∼ 2 × 108, and χ(2) ∼ 100pm
V
for λa ∼ 750nm.
Waveguide losses are neglected, as they would be insignificant
compared to the rest of the operations.
Following the same process as above, we derive
Hˆp(t) = − χ
(2)~√ωbωc√
ε0n3
√
Vtwm
q(t)bˆ†cˆ+ H.c.
1√
Vtwm
=
∫
NL
dipd
j∗
b d
k
cdr√∫ |dp|2dr ∫ |db|2dr ∫ |dc|2dr ,
where Vtwm is the mode volume for three-wave mix-
ing. Therefore, the unit of the ordinate in Fig. 2 is
up =
√
1
8
Vtmw
Vshg
~ωaωb
ωc
and the time dependent control field
is
D(r) = p(t)updp(r) + c.c.∫ |dp|2
ε0n2
dr = 1,
where dp is the normalized eigenmode of the cavity. In
other words, the average number of ωp photons in the
control field needs to be just 14
Vtmw
Vshg
ωaωb
ωcωp
|p(t)|2. Impor-
tantly for design considerations, while a very low Vshg
(i.e., a high overlap between modes aˆ and bˆ) is an indis-
putable requirement, one can employ a high Vtwm (i.e.,
low overlap between the control mode at ωp and modes
10
bˆ and cˆ) as long as higher power in the control mode can
be tolerated by the material.
In the electrical regime, the control pulse can be mod-
ulated by standard microwave electronics. In the optical
regime the control pulse would have to be modulated by
wave shaping through expressing the pulse in terms of
its Fourier decomposition [87]. Intermediate regimes are
also possible, in which we can modulate a THz electric
field, by placing optically-actuated Auston switches next
to our triply-resonant cavities [88]. Active control will be
necessary for loading and unloading photons from these
long-lived cavities, e.g., by following methods proposed
in [19].
It is important to note that one can balance the three
considerations discussed in this section: the duration,
power, and bandwidth of the control pulse. When the
values of all these quantities can be expressed in charac-
teristic units close to unity, the optimization problem is
well conditioned and easier to solve. Such are the con-
trol pulses we have shown (e.g., their amplitudes, band-
widths, and durations are . 10). However, if our hard-
ware requires short pulses (e.g., due to low Q factor),
but permits high power, we can nudge the solution in
this direction by reparameterizing the optimization prob-
lem [35].
VI. CONCLUSION
It is accepted in the quantum computing commu-
nity that any prospective purely-photonic architecture
for quantum information processing would face signifi-
cant challenges due to the weak photon-photon interac-
tions available even in the best materials and resonators.
Nonetheless, the present work, building upon more than
a decade of theory developments on cavity-enhanced op-
tical nonlinear interactions, shows that the monumental
hardware requirements have already been nearly achieved
in disparate experiments. It is an outstanding chal-
lenge to incorporate, in a single device, a record-high
Q-factor cavity, together with extremely confined mode
volumes, and fabrication-enhanced χ(2) materials. How-
ever, progress over the last decade — for example the 108-
fold improvement in the efficiencies of second-harmonic
generation shown in Fig. 5 — inspires confidence that
this herculean task can very well be achieved within the
next decade.
Moreover, our work, for the first time, shows that a
single elementary photonic device can be reprogrammed
on the fly to perform a set of diverse unitary operations,
drastically lowering circuit complexity and depth. We
have shown its applicability for typical single- and dual-
rail encoded qubits, as well as its versatility in processing
multi-photon Fock states. We showcased the flexibility
of our control paradigm by devising an explicit error-
correcting circuit for a bosonic code. This is the first
proposal for photonic logical qubits that includes com-
pact encoding and correcting circuitry. Furthermore, the
circuit we have designed does not require any measure-
ment operations or feed-forward classical control, offer-
ing significant simplifications compared to a typical small
stabilizer code, and opening the door for extremely fast,
compact, room-temperature quantum repeaters.
Finally, we have also shown that our paradigm can be
used to realise number-resolving detectors that neither
depend on exponentially-deep detector trees, nor require
cryogenics. Similar circuitry can be run in reverse to
generate superpositions of multi-photon number states,
bridging the gap between single-photon encodings and
bosonic codes.
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